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LOCATION S ACCESS

The centre of the claim block is approximately a mile and a 
half south southeast of the town of Wawa (Figure 1). Access to 
the property is from the Mines Road leading south from Wawa and 
touches the eastern boundary of the main claim group. The claims 
abut the Pango-Citadel Joint Venture claim block on the southwest. 
(Formerly Pango-Surluga, then^Pango-Citadel).

v

PROPERTY
   - "" "-- --* f

l

The property comprises 14 claims held EXCLUSIVELY by Pango 
Gold Mines Ltd. which are adjacent to the 74 claims held by the 
Pango-Citadel Joint Venture. These claims abut the claims belonging 
to the Joint Venture on the southwest. The locations of these claims 
and their relation to the Joint Venture Block are shown on figure 2. 
The claims are described as follows:

Claim ft Date Recorded Expiry Date

SSM 430232 1979-05-17 1985-05-17
430233 " "
430234 "
430235
430258 1980-02-11 1986-02-11
469255 1982-06-04 1984-03-30
469256
469257
469258 "
469259 "
469250 " "
469261
469232 . " "
469263 "

The work done to date on these claims was for the purpose of 
generating assessment credits to keep the claims in good standing. 
No meaningful program has to date been undertaken.

In March-April 1980, a magnetometer survey on a prepared grid 
was completed on claims SSM 430232-36 and 430258. The cost of this 
program was $2,025.00 which resulted in a 40 day credit for each claim. 
In March and April three diamond drill holes were drilled with an 
aggregate footage of 700 feftt and further, a credit pf 700 days was 
applied to contiguous claims. These credits were allocated as follows:

Claim *

SSM 430235
430233
430234
430258
430232

Credit^Applied

120 days
100
120
120
120
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In April - May of 1982, em electromagnetic (VLF) survey was 
carried out and at the same time a differential scintillometer survey 
was completed. The total cost of both programs was 53,500.00 and 
credits were allocated as follows:.

Claim ft

SSM 430232
430233
430234
430235
430258

Credits Applied

40 days
40
40
40
40

Claims numbered SSM 469255 through 469263 have as yet no 
assessment credits applied to them. However, a magnetic and VLF survey 
are currently being performed which would entitle each claims to a 40 
day credit. These claims are on extension until March 30, 1984 by 
which time a further 20 days of credit must be applied.

Claim

The total assessment credit breakdown is as follows:

Credits

SSM 430232
430233
430234
430235
430258
469255
469256
469257
469258
469259
469260
469261
469262
469263

200 days
180 
200 
200 
200
40 days
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
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REGIONAL GHO1.OGY

The subject claims lie in the Abitibi-Michipicoten "greenstone 
belt" of the early Precambrian Superior Province. The oldest rocks 
known in the area are an interfingering assemblage of felsic to mafic 
metavolcanics and associated metasediments. These volcanics and 
sediments were subsequently intruded by the Jubilee Stock which is the 
major geological feature in the area. This intrusive is composed dominantly 
of diorite, quartz diorite and granodiorite.

Evidence shows that the Jubilee Stock may represent a subvolcanic 
epizonal intrusion intruding its own effusive products in a caldera 
structure. This is evidenced by intrusive breccias, large xenoliths 
within the intrusive, bedding dipping away from the Jubilee Stock, and 
extensive crystal and lapilli tuffs surrounding the Stock. The area was 
then subject to regional deformation which led to large scale faulting, 
shearing, and folding and the intrusion of various late stage dikes.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The property lies on the southwest side and contact zone of the 
Jubilee Stock, a high level intrusive complex of granodiorite, diorite, 
quartz diorite, quartz and feldspar porphyries and derived variants. 
The rocks surrounding the Stock on the subject claims are composed of 
metavolcanics of felsic to intermediate composition. These rocks 
generally have a strike, bearing east-west except in the vicinity of 
the Jubilee Stock where their attitudes are severely contorted. Gabbro 
and diorite plugs and sills as well as late diabase dikes intrude the 
volcanics along older fault zones.

It is postulated that the Darv .1 shear which crosses the south- 
east corner of the property is the offset extension of the Jubilee Shear, 
which occurs to the north. The offset would have been caused by a north 
west trending fault now occupied by a linear gabbroic or diabase dike.
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Economic Geology

Gold mineralization has been known in the Wawa area ever since 
gold was discovered at Wawa Lake in 1897. Since that time the area 
has been well explored and has-produced gold during various period, 
namely between 1900 to 1910 and 1927 to 1939. Approximately S5 
million in gold has been produced generally from small operations 
who rarely turned a profit. -A summary of gold mine production is 
available in table 1. ,

t
These gold deposits can be categorized into two broad subgroups 

according to environment of deposition. The first and most significant 
are the deposits which occur in shear zones or adjacent silicified 
shear structures either within or in close proximity to the Jubilee 
Stock. The two most important shear structures, the Jubilee Shear 
and the Parkhill-VanSickle shear are the loci for most of the ore 
found in the Surluga, Jubilee, Marky Point, Parkhill and VanSickle Mines. 
The remainder of the producing gold mines in the area occur as quartz 
filled fissure veins located in the hanging walls of these shears. 
The deposits themselves are generally pipe shaped bodies within 
these shears or linear fissure veins. The second significant type 
of gold occurrence in the area is associated with sulphide and arsenic 
bearing lean siliceous iron formation or siliceous banded sediments. 
This facies probably represents the stage of an intrusive-volcanic 
cyle similar to the events which emplaced the Jubilee Stock. This 
type of occurrence has not as yet been developed into a producing 
mine, however, they do show persistent mineralization and significant 
tonnage potential. These deposits are found in an arc around the 
southwest, south and west sides of the zone of intrusive plutons.

The subject claims have potential for both of the above awntioned 
types of gold occurrence, in fact, there are reports of two golo bearing 
quartz veins on the property which would need verification. It has 
been postulated previously that the Darwin Shear is an offset extension 
of the Jubilee Shear, a major loci of gold mineralization, with the 
Darwin Shear striking southwest across the southeast corner of the claim 
group under Ward Lake. This shear is confirmed by the presence of a 
weak VLF anomaly. This would be a prime area to focus exploration efforts. 
Another important area which would be investigated is the contact zone 
between the Jubilee Stock and the volcanics because of dilation which 
would occur in such a zone enabling mineralized solutions to be injected. 
Any formational magnetic anomaly detected on the property should be 
carefully investigated for iron formation type gold mineralization. 
Any linear VLF conductor would also have to be carefully investigated 
as that these anomalies could indicate shears which seam to be vitally 
important to gold localization. .

The VLF survey prevL Msly completed on the eastern half of the 
property detected three of these anomalies, one of which corresponds 
with the Darwin Shear. Claito 430232 is an important area of exploration 
because it lies on strike from the Pango-Pursides deep zone, see figure 3.
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TABLE l

SUMMARY OF GOLD PRODUCTION 
FROM MINES NEAR THE PANGO PROPERTY

Mine Au(ou) 
Coopei(GanleyVem)

0*rwm (Gf*ce) Wine 15191 1363 1902.03.07.08.10.

1923.25.30.35.36.

Deep Uke Mine 1 .633
Gotten Reed Mine 6
Jutxiee Mine

Minto Mine 37.678 
Parkhill M.ne 54.301

Stanley 8-4 
(Srmm, O'Keete)

PuftKJesMine 1687 
(Co/*, Su'tufi*. P*ngo)

Van Site (S 8 Smiih) 1.536

57

1908
froCuclion with Mioto

1.123 

2896

3

43

75

1929-39. 1942-44
1904,29. 
1931-40.1942-44 

1936

1968

193536

(Modified'from Sage 1982)
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The southern end of the fifth level drift is not more than 800 feet 
from the northeast corner of this claim. The claim shows no conductors, - 
however, a diamond drill hole drilled for assessment work in 1981 revealed 
an interfingering sequence of granodiorites, volcanics and breccias 
such as might be expected in a contact zone of the Jubilee Stock. 
The drill hole was capped so ..that it could be reopened in the future 
to test the possible southward extension of the Jubilee ore zone. 
The reader is referred to reports by Xuryliw, Neal and Moxhara for 
further information on the'Pango-Pursides Joint Venture, geophysical 
surveys performed to date, and diamond drilling performed to date.

Respectfully Submitted 

INTERNATIONAL MJJNE SERVICES LTD.

Dani.'lUJ. GiJlis
Senior Project Geologist
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Repo/t on the Magnetic and VLF Interpretation, Wawa Area, Ontario

Magnetic Interpretation

The magnetic background values is estimated to be around 400 gammas. 
In certain isolated areas, the magnetic response is over 1000 gammas above 
the background. Several isolated low relief magnetic anpmalies are 
possibly caused by minor concentrations of magnetite. Many distinct magnetic 
lows, from L 20W to L28W(near Baseline 0+00) and from L20W to L24W and 
L28W to western claim line, are believed to be caused by felsic meta- 
volcanics ( tuffs, pyroclastics) which could be a favorable geological 
environment for exploration.

Two major structural/lithologic trends are interpreted from the 
magnetic data. East-West trends are mainly correlated to metavolcanic rock; 
the more mafic units are related to the moderate to high zones of 
magnetization, as outlined on the Magnetic Interpretation Map. Two minor 
zones of East- West trending units are correlated to gabbroic-diorite 
intrusives on L8W midway beteew Baseline L20S Baseline 0+00; the other 
zone is West side of Ward Lake.

The second major trend is Northwest-Southeast, this reflects a 
linear diabase dyke in the southwestern half of the mapped area and three 
major NW trending faults indicated on the Map.

Two other oval shaped magnetic bodies are coincident to mapped 
gabbroic-diorite intrusives. These are located in the northwest corner and 
in the west edge of the area.

Similar numbered units is an attempt to correlate magnetic zones 
throughout the area to lithologic units. It is on the basis of this 
correlation and the truncation of magnetic zones that the faults and 
their relative horizontal movements have been interpreted.

Some of the magnetic units may contain iron formation, the more 
favorable zone is Unit 1.

Favorable zones for further detailed investigations should be 
directed to those magnetic units that are coincident of close to VLF 
anomalies. First priority zones are:

a) Unit l and VLF conductor A,
b) Unit 2 and VLF conductor E and Unit 2 and VLF conductor 

F on the west side of the fault and
c) Unit 4 associate withVLF conductors G,H and l.

Additional* magnetic-VLF surveys should be done on a 200 foot spacing 
and following standard survey proceedures. The VLF survey should be done 
continously along the complete length of a line at equal station 
spacing,The magnetic survey should be a closed loop survey with the 
establishment of contol base stations throughout the area.



VLF-EM Interpretation

The VLF- EM survey has indicated numerious anomalies mostly trending 
in anpW direction, Which is the general strike of the roetavolcanic rocks 
in the area. Certain stong conductors are thus considered to be caused by 
bedrock sources. Some of the weaker VLF crossovers usually reflect changes 
in depth of overburden or topographic effects.

Ten conductors,A to J have been interpreted from the VLF-EM data by 
examining the Fraser filter contour map in association with inphase- 
quadrature profiles and cbntoured magnetic map. The powerline running 
adjacent and parallel the eastern claim boundary does not seem to distort 
the VLF results.

Conductor A

This EW trending conductor situatedhear the southern edge of the 
property is representeopnly on L12H. The 'strong inphase response of 
conductor A is coincident with a weak magnetic low probably a shear zone 
surrounded on both sides by two mafic dike-like bodies. This conductor 
is given a second priority rating.

Conductor B

This arcuate NW to NE trend displays strong inphase dip angles with 
relatively small quadrature values. The conductoi/is well defined and extends 
from L12W to L20W. On L20W, the axis of the VLF conductor lies on the 
south flank of the strong magnetic feature. Conductor B is classified as 
a good conductor and given a first priority rating.

Conductor C

The NE trending conductor C extends from L8W to L24W. It shows strong 
inphases and moderate quadrature response between L8W to L16W. The conductor 
axis id coincident with a moderate magnetic anomaly zone. However, between 
L20W to L24W,.the conductor is variable ranging from moderate to poor and 
does not have a corresponding magnetic anomaly. The eastern portion of 
conductor C between L8W to L16W is rated as a first priority target.

Conductor I)

Without any obviouS magnetic correlation, conductor D extends from 
L20W to L28W trending EN?, with a strong inphase and moderate quadrature 
response. It is a second grade conductoj^it best in a magnetically quiet 
region.

Conductor 15

The conductor E is short and trends from L12W to L16 W. The
inphase component is quite strong. This conductor is rated as a first priority 
due to its correlation witna steeply dipping narrow magnetic feature.



Conductor F

The arcuate trending conductor F extends from L20W to the western 
claim boundary and is still open to the west. Due to the relative strength 
of the inphaso to quadrature components, this conductor is rated as second 
priority target Which warrants further ground truth.

Conductor G

Conductor G with good to moderate conductivity extends from L.16W 
to L20W. This conductor zone has no magnetic correlation and is a 
second priority target.

Conductor II

The conductor H is a small conductor which trends almost EW from 
L.12W to L16W. The conductor is located near to the Hydro line but does 
not appear to be influenced by it. It has a strong inphase component and 
moderate quadrature component. The conductowias a corresponding magnetic 
anomaly of low relief and is considered a first priority target.

Conductor I_

The short conductor l trends in a NS direction from BL 15N to L28W north 
of the baseline. The conductor is closoto two of the lakes and may be 
associatec&ith swamp regions. It is considered a poor conductor that also 
lacks magnetic correlation and is a downgraded to second priority target.

Conductor iJ
! "V*

Conductor J extends across the lake in a NE directionfrom L24W to 
the western claim line. The conductor is still open to the west of the 
claim boundary. This conductor is moderate to poor without any obvious 
magnetic correlation and is given a second priority rating.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Prior to any drilling is undertaken, it is suggested that the 
conductors outlined should be better defined by carrying out a detailed 
induced polarization survey over first priority target conductors 
B,C.E and H. The I.P. svirvey over these conductor will assess their metallic 
content. Some of the second priority target VLF-EM conductor with or 
without corresponding magnetic correlation also warrant ground 
confirmation as their origin.

PAUL E. PIAZZA, P.Eng,

!^
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Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL. - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

FUe.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) 
Township or 
Claim !!clder{s)

Survey Company

Author of Report P AU l "G. .

j\flfje*

Address of Author f?/! "

Covering Dates of Survey- 

Total Miles of Line Cut — f6.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer——
-Radiometric——
-Other—-————

DAYS 
per claim

xfO

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (SpecUl provWon credit, do not tppry to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer Electromagnetic Radiometric

DATE:.

(enter day* per daiin)

SIGNATURE:.
yol Report or A(enl

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

.
{prefix)

TOTAL CLAIMS.

837



. GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA
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; GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one turvey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations. 
Station interval —— 
Profile scale————

.Number of Readings , 
JLine spacing _____

Contour interval. loo

Instrument

?
AHP-t

Accuracy — Scale constant ——— 
Diurnal correction method -,-—— 
Base Station check-in interval (hours)— 
Base Station location and value /fo"

- l ~* 7-

&&O*

ELECTROMAGNETIC Coil configuration
Coil separation . ..
Accuracy
Method: 
Frequen cy ———— "^JLo.

Parameters measured

CDTixed transmitter

^flh&te A^o

Q Shoot back D In line

(ipedfy V.L.F. tut Ion)

^Jft-p pJffi^P OJVw^OA^

D Paralic! line

r-A? '1

Instrument,
Scnle constant.
Corrections made.

O Base station value and locution.

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ————————— 
Method O Time Domain 
Parameters — On time ——— 

- Off time ___
— Delay time ———
— Integration lime.

f~1 Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____ 
_ Range ________

Power.
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode
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1984 04 05 Your Filet 
Our Filet 2 .6543

Mrs. M.Y. St. Jules
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
875 Queen Street East
P.O. Box 669
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 5H2

Dear Madams

He have received reports and maps for a Geophysical 
(Blectromagnetic and Magnetometer) and Geological 
Survey submitted under Special Provisions (credit 
for Performance and Coverage) on Mining Claims 
SSM 469255 et al in the Township of McMurray.

This material will be examined and assessed and 
a statement of assessment work credits will be 
issued.

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen'8 Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-6918

A.Barrtme

cct Pango Gold Mines Ltd 
Suite IfOl 
18 Street East 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5C 1B5
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June 21, 1984 Our File: 2.6543

Pango Gold Mines Ltd 
Suite 1601 
8 King Street East 
Toronto, Ontario 
K5C 1B5

Dear Sirs:
RE: Geophysical (Magnetometer i Electromagnetic) and 

Geoploglcal Survey submitted on Mining Claims 
SSM 469255 et al In McMurray Township

Returned herein are the plans (In duplicate) for the 
above-mentioned survey. In order to complete your 
submission* the following Information 1s required:

1. all plans to be signed by author of the report

2. raw data readings plotted on VLF plans

3. date of survey

4. a formal geology report (in duplicate) as outlined 
on the attached pages.

Pleasa return this material quoting flltt 2.6543.

For further Information, please contact Mr. Ray Plchette 
at (416)965-4888.

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-4888

S. Hurkt'.mc

cc: Mining Recorder
Sault Ste. Marlt, Ontario

Encl.



GOLD MINES UMITED

July 6, 1984

Mr. Ray Pichette
Land Management Branch
Whitney Block, Room 6643 J
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario MlfJ'ftt
M7A 1W3

Dear Ray:

Please find enclosed the geological report and geophysical plans 
(in duplicate) for our Mining Claims SSM 469255 et. al. in 
McMurray Township. (File 02.6543)

I hope this meets with your requirements.

KJ:lm 

Encls.

Yours sincerely, 

PANGO GOLD MINES LIMITED

Ken Johnson 
Project Geologist

8 King Street East, Suite 1601. Toronto, Ontario M5C IBS - Tel:(4l*) J6S-2702 - Telex: MINF.FINDER 065-24631
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INTERNATIONAL MINE SERVICES LTD

PLAN SHOWING GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ON 

PAN GO GOLD MINES LTD P ROPERTY

McMURRY TWP WAWA ONTARIO.
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Intermediate to Felsic M ei a volcanics consisting mainly of 
Porphyry Flows and Quartz eye Tuffs

Mafic to Ultra Mafic Intrusives Gobbros 
and Pyroxenites

Rock Outcrop

Shearing (Observed a Assumed )

Sample number S Type

GOLD (Oz Au/ ton)
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MAGNETIC LOW_______________._ rf-———r

INSTRUMENT' SHARPE MF-1 FLUXGATE MAG

BASE STATION AT 7 WEST ON BASE LINE O * 00 N 

ARBITRARY READING s 500 GAMMAS

PANGO GOLD MINES LTD
MCMURRAY TWP. , WAWA ONTARIO

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Scale* finch s 200 feet PLATE 1

41N15NW0026 0854 MCMURRAY 210 J 1399 Drawn and Compiled by Wm. Jomol S Assoc.Ltd.



INSTRUMENT : GEONtCS EM - 16

STATION USED ' CUTLER MAINE FREQ. 17.8 kHz
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PANGO GOLD MINES LTD.
MCMURRAY TWP. , WAWA ONTARIO

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY 
E.M.- 16

Scale : 1 inch * 200 feet PLATE

4IN15NW0026 0054 MCMURRAY J 1399 Drawn and Compiltd by Wm. Jomal 8 fisioc Lid.
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DEPRESSION

INSTRUMENT : GEONICS EM - 16

STATION USED - C UTLER MAINE FREQ. 17.8kHz

PAN GO GOLD MINES LTD
MCMURRAY TWP. , WAWA ONTARIO

CONTOURED FRASER FILTERED 

VLF- EM - 16 DATA

Scale - 1inch = 200 feet

Drawn and Compiled by Wm. Jgmol a Asaoc.Lid41N15NW8826 0854 MCMURRAY 230
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MAFIC TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

CORRELATION OF MAGNETIC UNITS
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MAGNETIC CONTACT OUTLINING ZONE AT 
MODERATE HIGH MAGNETIZATION

FAULT, ARROWS SHOW RELATIVE MOVEMENT

MAGNETIC BEDDING AND DIP WHERE SHOWN

VL.F. CONDUCTOR AXIS
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PANGO GOLDMINES LTD.
MCMURRAY TWP. , WAWA ONTARIO

MAGNETIC and V. L.F. 
INTERPRETATION

Scale 1 inch * 200 feet
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